Today’s Weather
S-

tt
continue
for three to five more days.
Today’s temperature range:
low, 34; high, 62; with tittle
or no wind. Yesterday’s range
was low, 33 to high, 61.
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Journalist
Discusses
U.S. Sex

All spring orientations leaders are asked to attend the
pre-orientation meeting Monday, at II a.m. In 5142, according to Don Phelps, (+airman of orientation committee.
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Janis Performs Tonight Publications, Organizations
Byron Janis, inter nationally
known concert pianist, will appear
tonight at 8:15 in the San Jose
Civic Auditorium.
The program, sponsored by the
ASB Spartan Program Committee,
is free to SJS students and faculty.
General public tickets are $1.50
Janis has received critical acclaim throughout the world. When
he was chosen to launch American
Festival Week at the 1958 Brussels World Fair, the newspaper
"La Derniere Beare" reported,
"there are a great number of good
pianists; there are many excellent
ones. But the number of truly
great ones is extremely rare.
Byron Janis is one of them."
In 1948, at the age of 20, Janis
made his first appearance at Carnegie Hall after studing under
Vladimir Horowitz.

Probed in Freedom Study
By SCOTT MOORE
The first part of a comprehensive ASH statement on SJS academic freedom has been presented
to Student Council’s External Policy Committee.
Gene Lokey, junior representative, authored the proposed ASH
position on student rights in the
area of publications and organizations.
Lokey proposed that ASB adopt
broad freedoms for on- and offcampus student publications. He

also suggested that organizations
be free to take any "peaceful action" to promote their causes.
The second part of the academic
freedom statement will be completed by Dave Thind, senior representative, next week. Thind is
studying the Fairness Committee
and grading procedures.

ior representative, in which to prepare a statement.
A single policy paper will be
compiled by the committee after
all six reports have been completed
next semester. It then will be presented to council for its consideration.
If the statement becomes ASB
policy, Stenrud said yesterday that
ASSIGNED AREA
he hopes council will present it to
Each of the committee’s six Academic Council for official colmembers has been assigned an area lege approval.
by chairman Marty Stenrud, junStenrud explained that the statement will clarify and define student -faculty conduct in the area of
organizations, student discipline,
student government, publications,
fairness and grading procedures.
PROMPTED BY FSM
Recent FSM (Free Speech MoveGREAT SOVIET RECEPTION
ment) demonstrations at U.C.
Four years later Janis made his
The chairman of the Senate For- prompted the study, he said, in
WASHINGTON (UPI) PresiEuropean debut with the Conhopes the same situation wouldn’t
dent Johnson submitted to Con- eign Relations Committee, Sen. J.
certebouw of Amsterdam. Since
occur at SJS.
gress yesterday the lowest foreign William Fulbright, (D-Ark.) withthen he has made seven European
Representatives are using official
aid request since the program’s be- held detailed comment until he
tours and four tours in South
and unofficial administrative and
ginning after World War II, when could study the details. But he said
America.
he was glad that the total request ASB sources in preparing their pohe asked for $3.38 billion.
As a part of the State Departsitions and proposals.
was
cut.
The
President
also
asked
for
a
Proment’s Cultural Exchange
Lokey’s draft advocates the free-.pedal
standby
power
to
increase
gram, Janis performed in the Sodom of student organizations to
BYRON JANIS, concert pianist, will perform works by Ravel,
help
to
South
Viet
Nam
in
its
viet Union in 1962. The Russian
promote their causes by picketing,
Chopin and other composers tonight at 8:15 in the San Jose
fight against Communism.
audiences gave Janis what the
circulating petitions and distributCivic Auditorium. Free student and faculty tickets are available
Johnson
called
his
total
request
press described as the greatest reing literature.
in the Student Affairs Business Office, BI.
a "minimum" one and the lowest
ception ever given a visiting AmerIMPLORES STUDENTS
consistent
with
the
national
inican artist.
At the same time, he implored
terest."
On his second Soviet tour Mme.
students to be responsible In mainHe said this country "cannot
Prokofieff, widow of the composer,
taining "standards of conduct that
afford to do less," noting that
termed Janis "brilliant."
will not interrupt classes or litter
Russia and Communist China have
the campus while exercising their
tripled their own aid promises to
APPEARANCE, ONE OF 50
right of free speech."
other countries in the past year.
Dr. James R. Smart, professor of
The appearance of Janis here is
He also urged the college to
Johnson’s general approach was mathematics, will direct a summer
one of 50 he will make on his
By FRANK HIRSCH
ellecis upon lily sultan., ol Alaska, roughly the same as last year institute at SJS for elementary place no sanctions on the freedom
annual U.S.-Canadian tour, which
of an organization to bring conThe damage caused by the Good he said. The maximum uplift was presenting Congress with what he school mathematics
teachers, suincludes performances with 14 matroversial speakers to campus.
Friday earthquake in Alaska could 33 feet, and some parts of Alaska called a "tight," scaled down pro- pervisors and administrators.
jor orchestras.
The report advocates "independhave been "much worse if it had sunk 8 feet.
gram
in
hopes
there
would
be
only
The
institute
is
made
possible
The program will open with been in a populated area" accordThe damage in the cities of minor cuts. Last year this ap- by a $37,290 grant from the Na- ence of action" by editors and
Joseph Haydn’s "Sonata in E Flat ing to Arthur Grantz, a geological Alaska such as Seward
and Anchor- proach resulted in the smallest tional Science Foundation. One of managers of student publications.
Major," and Robert Schumann’s expert sent to Alaska immediately age could probably
have been cuts by Congress in history.
the institute’s objectives is to im- They should be protected against
"Andantino di Clara Wieck."
after the quake.
avoided if builders had been aware
Johnson’s exact request was for prove the participants’ understand- removal because of "faculty, adIt will continue with "Sonata in
Grantz, who works for the Geo- of subsurface conditions, accord- $3,380,370,000, halfway between the ing of the mathematics now being ministrative, or public disapproval."
B Flat Minor, Opus 35" by Fred- logical Survey in Menlo Park, ing to the speaker. Buildings with $3,516,700,000 asked last year
Similarly, Lokey declared, stuand introduced in elementary and seceric Chopin and "Sonatine" by spoke last night to an audience no lateral resistance were severely he $3,250,000,000
dent government should not use its
appropriated by ondary schools.
Maurice Ravel.
approximately 70 on the Alaskan damaged by the quake.
Congress then. The new funds
In addition to six units of col- powers to "limit editorial freeSerge Prokofieff’s "Fifteen Vi- tragedy.
Grantz noted that "the study of would be for fiscal year 1966, lege credit and formal instruction dom." On the other hand, he urged
publications to "open its pages to
The eat thquake had tremendous geological data can show us the which begins July 1.
sions Fugitives" a n d "Toccata,
in mathematics, institute members
Dr. Eleanor Metheny, professor Opus 11" will close Janis’s perrepresentations of diverse points of
danger"
The
President
said
nothing
diof
the
land
chosen
for
may
help
in
classes
in
the
SJS
of physical education at the Uni- formance.
building sites. Geologists’ recom- rectly about the growing contro- summer demonstration school and view."
versity of California at Los AnFinally, he said students should
mendations are now being followed versy over whether small U.S. aid attend seminars and special lecgeles, will speak on "The Courage
be free to publish and distribute
programs
by
the
people
to
the
United
Arab
of
Alaska.
In
some
Retures.
to Lead" at 2:30 this afternoon in
cases, he remarked, parts of entire public and Indonesia should conNo p re re quisite mathematics "unsubsidized" publications withE100.
coliege interference.
tinue.
cities
are
being
relocated
in
areas
this
issue
courses
are required, but each ap- out
be
at
will
Nam
Viet
Dr. Metheny has written numersaid
There
were
the
usual
predictions
to
be
safer
after
geological
plicant
for
members
the
institute
is
expected
when
1:30
at
afternoon
ous articles for research journals
on Capitol Hill that the program to have taught elementary school
studies.
and for McCall’s, Charm, Glamour of TASC (Toward an Active StuStudents’ grades will be mailed
Grantz feels that more attention would again face rough going. Sen. arithmetic for three years.
and Pageant magazines. She is also dent Community) open the tradiby the college at the end of this to subsurface conditions deserves Wayne L. Morse, (D-Ore.), a leadApplication forms and more inthe author of "Body Dynamics" tional Seventh Street Forum,
A TASC spokesman said he semester. The grades will he mailed "much consideration before man ing critic of foreign aid, said that formation may be obtained from
and "The Trouble With Women."
to the students’ permanent home
Johnson’s request was "at least $1 Dr. Smart in 018 (327 E. San
Dr. Metheny’s speech is spon- hopes all students who have ideas
address as listed in the Registrar’s goes ahead and builds on such billion too high and possibly $1.5 Carlos St.). Deadline for applicasored by the Department of Physi- on the Viet Nam issue will attend
Luedemann, lands."
billion."
tion is March 15.
the forum and discuss their views. Office, Mrs. Leonore
cal Education for Women.
The AFROTC held a ceremony
assistant registrar announced yeson the Women’s Athletic Field
terday.
yesterday at which it had a change
At this late date it will be imof command and honored four capossible to file any change of addets for their efforts this semester.
dress form even though the perTaking over as commander of
manent address may not be correct.
INDONESIA REJECTS COMMUNIST AID PROPOSAL
the AFROTC in the ceremony was
Students do not have to file a
Ronald W. Bell, a junior engineerJAKARTA, Indonesia (UPI)President Sukarno said yesterday self-addressed envelope to receive
ing major from Berkeley. He suche has rejected a Communist plan to arm 10 million Indonesian grades. The college will absorb the
ceeds Robert Gillham as cadet
workers and peasants for possible action against British and Malay- mailing costs. This procedure is on
commander.
sian forces.
an experimental basis and the RegBell’s executive officer will be
Sukarno told foreign newsmen at the presidential palace that istrar’s office does not know if it
Cadet Major Bennie J. Wilson.
he told Communist boss D. N. Aidit that the regular armed forces will become an established pracWilson was also one of the four
estimated at 400,000 men "can handle this."
tice.
cadets honored with the DepartHe also denied reports that he planned to reshuffle his cabinet
Students who do not receive
ment of Aerospace Studies Cornor fire ministers who supported the now banned Murba and Sukarnoist their grades prior to registration
mendation Award. He received the
parties.
for spring semester may obtain
award for his work as project offiAidit suggested yesterday that peasants and workers be armed duplicate copies at the Registrar’s
cer in charge of the cadet inforand trained in reply to the current British military buildup in office, Wednesday Feb. 10, after
mation booths during the first of
neighboring Malaysia.
9 a.m.
the school year.
The grades will be sent first
’GREAT SOCIETY’ PROGRAM MAY ACCELERATE
Also presented the award was
class mail and addressed to the
Cadet Technical Sergeant Donald
WASHINGTON (UPDSenate Democratic Whip Russell B. students. In cases of wrong adL. Hickey. He received the honor
Long predicted Thursday that Congress will enact the bulk of Presi- dress the envrlopvs van be forfor his work as Cadet Group Acdent Johnson’s "Great Society" program by mid summer.
warde, I
counting and Finance NCO this
The Louisiana Democrat also urged 800 labor leaders attending
semester.
the AFL-CIO legislative conference to do some active lobbying for
Cadet Staff Sergeant Thomas S.
Johnson’s program.
Higa was honored for his work as
Long said he thought at first it would take four years for the
drill master. He led the drill team
program to get through Congress, but after talking with Johnson
’’Life’s G reit lesI ExIx.uence
to first place honors in the two
"I got the idea we ought to vote on it all this year."
series of lecparades in which it participated
He said he now has hopes that all of Johnson’s proposals will Death," the last in a
tures sponsored by the SJS Latter11818810Wo this semester.
become law by July 1.
Day Saints (LDS) Institute, will
Cadet Steven R. Willis was prebe at 12:30 p.m. today in the LDS
STEEL WORKERS PRESIDENT CLAIMS SMALL VICTORY
sented a map and a letter of conCHICAGO (UPI)
United Steelworkers President David J. Institute Building, Tenth and San
gratulations from the professor of
McDonald claimed a minor victory Thursday at the opening of top Fernando Streets.
aerospace studies, Maj. Joe F. TarPhyla
by
Jon
Lo.ns
level USW strategy talks over forces seeking to oust him from the
Pres. Floyd Weston, a member
pley. He received these on the basis
presidency.
of the LDS Canoga Park Stake
IT’S FINALS TIME AGAINDee Pursuit, junior
board she’s found is quiet enough, but just a
of his "Aerospace Power Report,"
McDonald said the USW’s Executive Board voted unanimously at presidency, will give the address.
sociology major from Baldwin Hills, Calif., has
little small. Like Dee, other students will soon
entitled "Field Test, Airpower in
the meeting here to back his recommendation on recognition of a He has done objective research on
decided it’s time to drag out those textbooks
begin studying and reviewing for final examinaKorea," judged the best of 35 subLargaining agent for the union’s 675 staff employees.
death.
and start studying for finals again. The cup.
tions which begin next Thursday. Jan. 21.
mitted papers.
"Sex has been built up almost to
a religion" in the United States,
British journalist Edwin Hinchcliffe said to an audience of 30 persons in S112 yesterday afternoon.
America’s "sex religio n," as
Hinchcliffe called it, gives him the
impression of a "people saturated
with sex and yet starved for love."
The bearded journalist, deputy
editor of the British Broadcasting
Corporation’s world-wide radio
news program, spoke on "Preconceptions and Misconceptions of the
United States." It was the only
speaking engagement of his tour
of the United States.
Hinchcliffe criticized the American entertainment media for too
often depicting life in the United
States in an atmosphere of prosperity. Because of this, he said,
"The capitalist system is once more
accused of trying to conceal its difficulties and its failures."
American women "are the best
dressed, best made-up and most
shapely women in the world. Even
superficially they are the most
charming," observed Hinchcliffe.
But they are "cold and calculating," he noted, in pursuit of husbands, in keeping up with the latest
fads and in dominating their husbands and children.
Hinchcliffe touched briefly on
the role of the United States as
the leading world power, "I have a
picture of a society born free but
somehow hedged with insecurity."
He implied that the United States
was too concerned with world opinion. "Whatever the prerogatives of
power, to be loved is most certainly not one of them," he said.
Comparing Great Britain to the
United States, Hinchcliffe averred,
"We do fundamentally share the
same aspirations for the future of
man."
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Thrust and Parry

Ray Bliss The Face Is New,
The Move Middle-of -Road

Students Contend
Ad Is Anti-Semitic

teseil from iotaf-ille lit world of fantasv that is politics,
the replacement of Republican National Chairman Dean Burch
by Ray Bliss does not make much more sense than the unseating of Rep. Charles Halleek in favor of Rep. Gerald Ford as
House minority leader.
But middle-of-the road elements are determined to get
some new names in the part’s organizational chart as the job
of rebuilding gets
ler way.
Burch and the man %Ito put him iii office, presidential candidate Barry Golds.ater. decided to avoid a divisive showdown
at next week’s mellou . of the National C
ttee.
This was an unselfish ge,tore by Goldwater and Burch.
If the job of rebuilding is to be successful, all elements of
the part% must pitch in. And this job must be a success if the
two-part, system which has served this nation so well is to
survi%
San Jose News
January 14, 1965

Funds to Sangha Symposium
Good Move by Council
it is a comfortable feeling to know that the AHt
{, Ming to bend Indic) and give their support to the
symposium. According to John Hendricks. ASB vice president. it
is not ASH policy to support any project which is partly curriculum in nature or prili a rI at n-Iruetional program.
It also is good to kilo% titat the Financial Advisory Board.
FAB, is cautions about allocating MOTIIITy not budgeted for at
the first of the %ear.
Although the club is inten.sted in oriental philosophy, the
scheduled speakers are 1k i
1,rsell in philosophy. art, religion
and psycholop and ha%. had numerous books anti articles
published. Considering the nature of the sNuulutsium, ’"Approaehes to the "’elf:* the merits of the ...lied iii,i I speakers, and
the support of the student hod%
hy the petitions,
the ASH was mor.
deii-ion to override the
FAR veto.
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CAN ALIVAIS TRY SENSATIONAU CM.’

PTA Official Charges

’Extremist Infiltration’

CHICAGO (UPI)Extremist
groups are infiltrating parents
and teachers associations in 35
states in a "concentrated effort
to take over our free public
school system," the national
PTA president warned Wednesday.
Mrs. Jennelle Moorhead, leader of the 12-million-member National Congress of Parents and
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE
Teachers, said the infiltration
Second class postage paid at San Jose, California. Msmber California
created a "clear and present
Newspapers Publishers Association and Audit Bureau of Circulations. Published
danger to freedom and democdaily by Associated Students of San Jose State College, except Saturday and
Sunday, during college year. Subscription accepted only on a remainder-ofracy."
semester basis. Full academic year, $9; each semester, $4.50. Off-campus price
She said "extremist groups"
per copy, 10 cents. CY 4.6414 Editorial Ext. 2383, 2384, 2385, 2386. Adverhave tried to stifle free exprestising Ed. 2081, 2082, 2083, 2084. Press of Globe Printing Co. Office hours
sion, tried to purge school liit45-4:20 p.m. Monday through Friday.
WILLIAM WATSON
braries of certain publications,
Editor
ReportersKim Allender, John Bartel,
William Blow, Sherry Brown. Carolyn
JANET BRAUN
Adv. Manager
pressured schools to adopt
Chase, Carolyn Claus, Dave Della.
Day Editor
CAROLYN CLAUS
courses and texts reflecting
Maggiore. Patricia Gutermufe, Joe
News Editor
RICHARD DOTY
their own views and made "irKersh, Al Mason, Scott Moore,
BILL LEONARD
Cam Editor
responsible, venomous and nearKathleen Norris, David Nozaki, John
DIANA (C.I JOW
Feature Editor
Regan, Sandie Sanderson, Art Simlibelous attacks" on individuals
burg, Gary Strom, Richard Tallent,
Fine Ariz .. ADRIENNE KENNEDY
who disagree with them.
David Vincent, Beverly Wade, Roland
Society Editor
_...... JANE HOYT
Whether such groups repreZechmeister.
Investigative Writers MARILYN BELL
sent the far left or the far right
Advertising StaffMelva Bennett, Tony
CHERI WALKER
"they all use the same tactics,"
Bergman, Rose Marie Cleese, HarSports Editor
DAVE PAYNE
Mrs. Moorhead said at a news
vey Hanemoto, Jim Hill, Phil Keats,
Wire Editor
.... TOM POWELL
Robert Leaverton, Ohbayashi Makeconference.
Exchange Editor EVELYN D. SALAZAR
to, Ernest Martin, Bob McCorklit,
But she distributed a mimeoDoug McKean, Barbara Mathew,
Business Manager .
ED FOSTER
graphed sheet quoting the John
Dean Middour, Alan Morrison, Val
Promotion Manager TOM HENNESSY
Birch
Society publication
Montegrande, Larry Negrito, Don
Class. Ad. Mgr
BOB JOHNS
Powell, Janet Roth, Bob Series, Bob
Public Relations Director
"American Opinion" as urging
Schemer, Linda Schulz, Gary Thomas,
JOHN SEARLES
its readers to "join your local
Photo Editor
Joan Wilkins, Tom Wilson.
JOHN SOURIALL
PTA
. . and go to work to
take it over."
3rd AND
"When you and your friends
FINAL
get the local PTA groups

$,LA RTAN DA! LY

WEEK
****************

CONEMIL1
"ADeserves
FINEits FILM!
accolades!"
Si? S

Cy GFtaNT
Leslie CaRoN

N. v 77445S

FRESNO (UPI) The chairman of an organization which
has campaigned to bring a
branch of the University of California to Fresno said Wednesday a proposal to establish a
graduate center at Fresno State
College will nullify the organization’s efforts.
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DOLPHINS"
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14502 Big Basin Way
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400 South First
294-5544
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AND LIVE"
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DORMITORY"
SOUTH SCREEN
"PAJAMA PARTY"
"BEDTIME STORY"

TOVVNE
1433 The Alameda

straightened out, move up the
ladder as soon as you can to assert a wider influence," the
Birch magazine was also quoted.
Mrs. Moorhead said that in
addition to infiltrating some
PTAs, such "extremist groups"
have distributed a booklet describing the National PTA Congress with fostering "world government" and "poisoned water
supplies."
The PTA has also been
charged in letters to newspapers and national congressional
leaders with "extending welfare
aid to foster illegitimacy" and
pushing "Communist -tainted
textbooks for left-wing authors,"
Mrs. Moorhead said.
Such charges, she said, "seem
too ridiculous to merit comment, but when we continue to
hear them from many parts of
the country we know a counterattack is necessary."
As part of the PTA "counterattack," Mrs. Moorhead unveiled
a new publication to help local
parent -teacher associations combat "undemocratic pressures."
Among other recommendations, the publication urges local PTAs to be especially careful in accepting "gift speakers,"
to ask that "loaded, unanswerable" questions to be rephrased,
and to create committees to become informed on extremist
groups.

CY 7-3060

"PUMPKIN EATER"
ear*** ****** ************
Take a break
from the books
attend
movie tonight.

Editor:
For the past week there has
appeared in the Spartan Daily
an attempt to convert persons
of the Jewish faith by telling
them that there is no hope for
their salvation "BECAUSE
THEY ARE TRYING TO BE
SAVED BY KEEPING THE
LAW AND BEING GOOD INSTEAD OF BY DEPENDING
ON FAITH." This faith is the
Christian one and as a Jew I
feel that this IS both an insult
and a potential danger.
The roots of anti-Semitism lie
In the old Christian doctrines
that regarded the Jews as the
murderers of Jesus and of being
religious infidels. Recently there
has been an attempt to do away
with these doctrines by most
Christian sects, including the
Catholic Church. Yet some, like
the "Contemporary Christians on
Campus" persist in their attempts to portray the Jews as
religious infidels. Religious toleration can only be achieved on
the basis of mutual respect;
something which such ads as
have appeared recently do nothing to foster.
Moreover, as a person who believes in the Jewish faith, I question the moral right of any
group to tell me that a faith
which has endured for thousands
of years is wrong. My faith tells
me that God requires of man
"only to do justly, to love mercy,
and to walk humbly with thy
God." It does not tell me I must
believe in Jesus Christ to live a
good life and receive salvation.
Since there is no scientifc way
to prove any religious faith, I
oppose any who seek to say that
their beliefs are right and mine
are wrong. It would seem to me
that such people ought to learn
some fundamental things about
"Christian" brotherhood.
Harold Kushins
A10299
r
Editor:
Is the Spartan Daily so desperately in need of revenue that
it has to resort to advertising
that offends many of its readers?
Must .we.,the students, be 5ompelted to help finance a paper
that abuses a significant segment of our student body by
insulting our religious beliefs?
We are referring to the advertisements published by the Contemporary Christians on Campus. These ads, or more appropriately attempts at conversion,
are adverse to the beliefs of
many non-Christians on campus.
Since a college newspaper rep-

’Grad Center Will Hurt
Chance for 0.C. Branch’

CY 5 5138

Sys’ om

For Reasons
the

***********k**********

CINEMAY PRESENTATION

$1.00 with A.S.B.
STUDENT RATE

DO YOU WANT ...
MONEY FOR FUTURE OPPORTUNITIES?
Will you he financially able to take advantage of that big
opportunity when it comes? Men with capital are always
in a unique position to make the most of a business break
and life insurance can provide that capital. I hope I’ll have
a chance to discuss this valuable property with you soon.

Milo E. Rowell, chairman of
the Committee of 100 Organizations, criticized a proposal which
a committee of the Fresno State
College faculty made Monday.
The proposal called for combining the present Fresno State undergraduate program with a university graduate and research
program. Both would be located
on the FSC campus.
Rowell called the faculty idea
"completely contrary" to 20
years of study on higher education in California. He said the
plan "will certainly head off the
development of not only a full,
but any university campus at
Fresno."
He said any delaying or blocking on the part of the Fresno
community would cause the university to "locate in one of the
many other communities welcoming them."
The faculty plan also was criticized by Sen. Hugh M. Burns,
D-Fresn o, and Assemblyman
Charles Garrigus, D-Reedley.

WANTED

**********************

resents the views of the students,
it should print material that coincides with the students’ opinions. The advertisements from
the Contemporary Christians on
Campus are not a general feeling expressed by the majority of
this student body. Advertisements of this nature would be
more appropriate in a religious
publication and should be excluded from the pages of our
Daily.
Michael Andelson
A2348
Bill Shapiro
A16243

’I AgreePoetry
Belongs on Seventh’
Editor:
I must agree with Miss Michaeloff’s letter standing up for
poetry. I agree that poetry belongs on Seventh Street. In fact,
if it’s good enough for Seventh
Street, why not go all the way?
Why not send our poets clear up
to First Street? There are always a lot of people standing
around at First and Santa Clara,
and they usually look like they
could do with a little something
to brighten up their day.
I think poetry belongs in nature, and while Seventh Street
may not exactly provide a "cello
in a forest," it is certainly nice
to get out into the fresh air, only
slightly tainted with smog and
that smell that wafts up from
the sewer on a warm day; and
it is delightful to listen to an ode
while contemplating a tree or
bushand from Seventh Street
you can see the tops of two or
three trees, right over behind
any one of the surrounding bomb
shelters.
So please chastise your fine
arts editor for suggesting that
poetry doesn’t belong on Seventh
Street; how someone with that
little sensibility keeps her job is
beyond me.
Denis Wade
A14158

Biology
by
Villee
4th ed.

’3.75

REWARD
Turn this book in before
January 29
get 10%
bonus!
Spartan gooisiore
****************r*****

FOR YEARS ...
Bohannon’s restaurant a n d
lounge has been known as one
of THE finest dining places in
Santa Clara county. This repu
tation will continue to dominate
the valley.

Co>
If you’re looking for the extra
special

Fred Fernandez SJS

’59

Bernard Clinton SJS

’59

Robert Quiel SJS

’60

Daniel Hitchock SJS

’59

James Keener SJS

’61

Larry Nelson SJS

’62

1671 The Alameda, Suite 111

to

dine

Students:

I Fly to Europe

1401 So. First

CT 2-1266

New York
- to
Luxemburgh
and
return

$389.50
For reservation call:
293-1031
T-M Travel Agency
60 North First St.
************************

WANTED

**********************

PORTA-CYCLE
Intro. to
Psychology

Ideal for all Spartan cyclists.
You can fold it down to 27"
square and can be put into
your closet or even into the
trunk of your sports car. Take
it with you on your week-end
outings: Picnics, beach trips,
or vacation spots.

by
Hilgard
3rd ed.

NOW AVAILABLE

4.15

REWARD

For high speed touring, the
Porte -cycle with three gears.
$89.50

Turn in this book before
January 29
get 100/.
bonus!

PAUL’S CYCLES

Spartan gooLitore

1435 The Alameda
Phone: 293-9766
San Jose

Have a study break
at our 24-hour
open steak house

prices

FREE PARKING AT AL’S & EARL’S

Connecticut
Mutual Life
The Slow Chsp

32 So. 3rd Street

Company

TIME

Nun.% AIRLINES
294-5660

C. -ill 286-185’1
TCNCOULFD

..!

visit

Bohannon s,

Delicious steak at college

Robert T. Heckley
CLU General Agent

place

ANGELO’S
STEAK HOUSE
72 E. SANTA CLARA

’ Rogue Delights Audience
’ In ’Merry Wives’ Opening

RENT

TYPEWRITERS
Electric
Portable
Standard
As little as 200 per day

By ADRIENNE KENNEDY
Fine Arts Editor
Falstaff came on bigger than
life in last night’s opening of
Nicolai’s opera comlque, "The
Merry Wives of Windsor."

Modern Office
Machine Company
29345213
124 E. San Frnando
(Nest door to Cal Book Store(

John Beauchamp created a hilarious character as Dr. Colas,
French suitor avec sword. The
girl who spurns his affections,
Anne Page. is played by Patricia
Martin. Miss Martin adds her
lovely light soprano voice to the
role.
Surviving the difficulties of
staging an opera in Concert Hall,
J. Wendell Johnson, professor of
drama, created effective back-

Haring u Party
This Year?
Wear Costilm,
Get them

grounds for each scene. Lighting was by Kenneth Dorsi, associate professor of drama.

at

GOODWILL
COSTUME SHOP

()Nage 4partment4

Robert Collagen makes an excellent appearance as Mr. Ford.
One of the highlights of the production is a scene between Mr.
Ford and Falstaff, as they collaborate to foil a "faithless"
wife.

***********************

Superb college living quarters
Openings now available for
SPRING SEMESTER
KAUCHER AWARD WINNERFred Scott, junior drama major,
discusses his prize-winning reading with Dr. Dorothy Kaucher,
professor emeritus. Scott w -.,n the $50 oral interpretation award
for Fall, 1965 for his p esentation of an excerpt from John
Donne’s "For Whom the Bell TollsA Devotion." Scott is the
thirty-fifth recipient of the prize. Established in 1950, the award
honors Dr. Kaucher, who has earned national prominence for her
work in oral interpretation.

Inquire at 576 South 5th Street

a

Open Tues. thru Sat. 10 ’tit S
44 N. Market. St.
297-4609

CARLO MICHELETTI
... as suitor in comic opera
Christopher Hungerland as the
rotund rogue Falstaff brought
the character and his mischief
to the hearts of the audience.
Under the direction of Dr.
Edwin C. Dunning, associate professor of music, the SJS Opera
Workshop staged Its seventieth
performance with last night’s
opening. The opera will be repeated tomorrow night, 8:15 in
Concert Hall.

ARCHIE’S
STEAK
HOUSE
BREAKFAST SPECIAL
AT COLLEGE PRICES
Saturday and Sunday
6 A.M. - I I P.M.

Steak & Eggs ....1.49
Sausage, Ham or
Bacon & Eggs ....95c
542 South

2nd

Street

FREE PARKING

SMASHING
SWEATERS!

Singing the role of the scheming soprano, Mistress Alice
Ford, Maureen Schino relaxed
into the part to emerge with a
generally pleasing performance.
Sharon Gilert will be seen in the
part tomorrow night.
Jennifer Chase played the
other half of the "diabolical"
duo as Mistress Meg Page. Miss
Chase’s mezzo soprano voice
complemented the role. Seen in
her place tomorrow will be
Hollie Geller.

TERRIFIC
BUY!

litodente Arug Co.
ANTHONY D. CAMPAGNA, Jr.

Professional Pharmacists
PHONE

293-7500

SECOND AND SANTA CLARA STREETS
SAN JOSE, CALIF.

OPEN ’TIL MIDNIGHT

7-2
Paid Religious Advertisement

"I’ll Stand on My Record!"
Are you proud of your past eacornplishmenfs7 God hes something to say to all classes of men, including those who want to stand
on their own record of performance and achievements. Unfortunately
God’s standards are very high, and HI. performance requirements
and specifications have been fulfilled by only one man. This one
man, Jesus Christ said, "You therefore must be perfect as your
heavenly Father is perfect." (Matthew 5:48). Writing under direction
of the Spirit of God the Apostle James says, "For whoever keeps
the whole law but fails in one point has become guilty of all of if."
(James 2:10).
As much as men like to believe that they are basically good
underneath, the New Testament shatters this illusion in no uncertain
terms: "There is none righteous, no, not one; no one understands,
no one seeks for God. All have turned aside, together they have gone
wrong; no one does good, not oven one . . . Now we know that
whatever the law says If speaks in those who are under the law, so
that every mouth may be stopped and the whole world may be held
accountable to God." (Romans 300-19). Thus, standing on one’s
own record before a holy and just God is shaky business indeed.

SCOOP THEM UPI
GREAT, GOOD-LOOKING
CARDIGANS AND PULLOVERS STYLED FOR
YOUR WAY OF LIFE.
WOOLS, FUR BLENDS.
WHITE, RED, LT.
BLUE, BLACK. 36-40.

Those who wish to stand on their own record, however, get precisely that opportunity, when, following their physical deth, they are
brought into the presence of the Holy Judge, Jesus Christ:
"Then I saw a great white throne and Him who sat upon it.
from His presence earth and sky fled away, and no place was found
for them. And I saw the dead, greet and small, standing before the
throne, end books were opened. And the deed were judged by what
was written in the books, by what they had dent. And the sea gave
up the dead that were in it, and Death and Hades gave up the dead
that were in them, and all were judged by what they had done. Then
Death and Hades were thrown into the lake of fire, and if any one’s
name was not found written in the book of life, he was Thrown into
the lake of fire." (Revelation 20:1 I- 15).
The lake of fire, which pictures the torment of the lost eternally
cut off from a God of love, need not be the place where you spend
endless ages after your short sojourn on earth.

RoosArKiNs

Fortunately, no one needs to stand on his own record before
God. He does not desire that any should perish, but is nsious and
able to rescue any individual. It is only necessary to acknewledg
and receive Jesus Christ, Whose saving life and delivering power
is made available freely to all believers as if has been through all
ages. Don’t stay lost, invite Jesus Christ in today, and stand on His
record.
"And this is the record, that God has glean to us eternal life,
and this life is in his Son. He who has the Son has life, and ho who
has not the Son hen not life." (I John 5:11,12).

Contemporary Christians on Campus
Box 11791, Palo Alto
i
,
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IN DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE: FIRST AT SANTA CLARA

IN SANTA CLARA: STEVENS CREEK PLAZA

Friday, Jan. 15, 1965
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Once a year
special
Revlon

,

Intimate spray mist

........

......

special size
2.00
Reg. 2.40
1.65

Intimate moisture lotion

Tenth St. Pharmacy
Truth & Santa Clara

LE a

ff..-

ff7ff_V.i

lxj3
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Don’t Wear Out
Your Shoes

"That was the house that
was."
Members of Theta Xi fraternity point to the two white
houses trimmed in blue on Tenth
Street that last year bore their
Greek letters.
"This is the year that is" for
the fraternity men. In September they took possession of four
houses on the "Eleventh Street
Row." Now the men await construction of a new house.
The fraternity men painted
and cleaned it up. They painted
the four houses- inside and out

Rosewood
Classic Guitar
Nylon strings
With bag and instruction book
Reg $63.00

Special $41.95
We have Martin & Guild
Guitars in stock

Wallpaper Art
112 S. 2nd St.
a

Supplies Frames
Branch at Valley Fair
nniffrIn

eserved solely for the underlings.
The homes, on the northwest
corner of Eleventh and San Salvador Streets, have room for six
cars in their parking area.
Probably the happiest member of the fraternity is Hawchas, the house’s St. Bernard,
who now has twice as much
room in which to roam.

--and remodeledoutside and in.
With a crowbar they attacked
two garages that "were so weak
they just fell down."
The backyard yielded four
loads of trash, and the Greeks
leveled the yards and landscaped.
Because of the big undertaking, every member joined the
pledges in Help Week, usually

--cparch

Intelligent Men Investigate

Fraternity Rush
February 13-19

Sign Up Now:

raJ

Student Activitics Office
Adroinistrat
212

By JANE HOYT
Society Editor

SPECIAL

Enjoy convenient, leisurely shopping with plenty
of free parking .
at both locations. Shop at
San Jose Paint to buy college required ART
SUPPLIES.

W ill Greek life
add to your
college experience?

Theta Xi Men Take Giant Step;
’Move From Tenth Street to Row

Harvey’s
:
:Musical Instruments
I3
*2 So. 2nd St.

Ph. 286-48581

Free Parking at Kirby’s Lot

When Lyke feature mag called out an SOS for attractive
young ladies to model gorgeous creations for ads, the gals queued
up in a parade line rivaling only the registration line.
Now the honeys are being called again-- not necessarily the
ones with the most attractive facesbut the ones with the coolest
clothes.
Glamour Mag has invited SJS lassies to compete for the title
’Ten Best Dressed,’ and the gals in Phi Upsilon Omicron have
started the ball rolling. Members of the home economy honorary
have called for a meeting of all interested sharp dressers Monday
at 3 p.m. in HI.
Top prize is a trip to New York, a whole heap of new clothes,
picture in Glamour, new clothes, chance to meet celebrities, new
hair-do and complete make-up job, and more new clothes.
Hum, sounds like a pretty good deal, I thought. Could I compete? Well, it’s a little tough to go from rags to riches in one
weekend. The preliminaries are Monday.
As I look through my own poor pittance of a wardrobe every
morning I holler, "But I have nothing to wear."
"Poor little poor girl," my friends all murmur as they don their
silk shirtwaist dresses, cashmere sweaters and Capezio shoes.
I stick my finger through the hole in my tennies and look
forlorn. When I make my million free-lance writing, I too, will
dress in Dior originals. But as for now, I envy all the sweet young
things as they parade from class to class with price tags all but
showing,
Don’t let me deter anyone
from showing up Monday, I’ll
be there tooif not to participate, just to watch.
THETA XI
The brothers have initiated
the first members of their little
sisters’ program, Little Sisters
of the Unicorn. The name comes
from the mythical animal which
holds special significance in the
fraternity’s history.
Charter members are Shirley
Johnson and Cheryl King, Kappa Kappa Gamma; Pam Mangseth, Chi Omega; Sally Carter,
Alpha Chi Omega; Jeanne Grobl,
Kappa Alpha Theta; and Linda
Schultz, Sigma Kappa.

Remember
That Special
Someone
With Flowers
See Our Novel
Suggestions Today

SINCE 1885
"FAMOUS FOR FINE FLOWERS"
2nd and San Fernando

EXTRA VALUES!

EXTRA fast
EXTRA courteous service
EXTRA cash (during finals)
when you sell your hooks to

folein ISTOOR1
Open ’til 9 p.m. Mon.-Thurs.

Plenty of Free Parking

PHI MU
Sunday the ladies of Phi Mu
held their annual birthday banquet. Celebrations were in order
for the newly elected officers.
Caroline Schendel has been
named president. Supporting her
will be Lisa Levitt, vice president; Sharon Christiansen, secretary;
Jeanette
Ahammand,
treasurer; Chris Johnson, rush
chairman; Carman Kidd, pledge
director; and Patti Barett, Panhellenic representative.
The pledge class has elected
Chris and Carmen as actives of
the week.
CHI OMEGA
New Chi Omega chairmen include Jody Schmale, personnel;
Margaret Bonanno, Mixey Salentine, and Kathy Sportello,
rush; and Melinda Smith, Panhellenic rep.
MARKHAM HALL
SJS senior Spencer L. Hinkle
has been elevated in dorm doings
from veep to president of the
men’s resident hall. He is a social science major from Santa
Rosa.
Other officers include Jack
Groben, vice president; Gary
Griffith, secretary; Dennis Slattery, treasurer; and Russ Morris, social chairman.

One Aa9 5-ereice

"WORK
OF
ART’
Sweaters & Cashmere Coats
Our Specialty

Phone 292-8312
THE FINEST ALWAY AND YOU PAY NO

RECORD ALBUM
MOVIE THEME
from

"Goldfinger"
"The Pumpkin Eater"
and many other themes
Also Featuring:
George & Teddy at
"The Candor
All records available at
12% student discounts.

SPARTAN MVSIC CO
436 E. William
(CORNER OF TENTH & WILLIAM)
-

-/-

VAUGHN’S ANNUAL
2 FOR THE PRICE OF 1 SALE
Vaughn’s terrific 2 for
the price of I sale! An
opportunity to add to
your natural shoulder
wardrobe at phenomenal reductions!
69.50 SUITS ...
NOW 2 for 69.50
45.50 SPORT COATS .
NOW 2 for 45.50
19.95 SLACKS ...
NOW 2 for 19.95

kk398 E. Santa Clara

2134030

IC1

14.95 SWEATERS . . .
NOW 2 for 14.95

LI
IL1

5.95 SPORT SHIRTS . .
NOW 2 for 5.95
6.50 DRESS SHIRTS . .
NOW 2 for 6.50
For a Limited Time Only!

DISCOUNT WITH ASS CARD

Art Cleaners

MORE

Early Selection Advisable!

fikijer.

m

r

125 So, 4th St.

292-7611
..e../2,24/202.el-

-0"

CITY OF SAN JOSE
PUBLIC HEALTH TRAINEE

$2.03 to $2.48

per hr.

This is an opportunity for Public Health, Sanitation, and related
majors to gain valuable eyperience in the City Health Department. Applicants must be age 18 to 45, U.S. c;tizen, and currently enrolled in a college program in the above fields.

Apply Rm. 211. City Hall
An equal employer

11)
Itls I I itt.vi I \ ttN
A quiet explosain
1111
in
the Drama Ikpartinent’s Studio
Theater last night, and out tir it
lumhling -The Shrunken
I hi4 ri Pane. Villa."
I K ici I y crowd wit TICKSINI

L

SKI EQUIPMENT. RENTALS - REPAIRS
TWX Machine with latest Snow
Reports from all Major Ski Resorts During Current Si: Sc ,en.

Meeting Placa for Argo Ski Holidays and Dndge Ridge Busarama
Oren viiiritynI ht ’til 9 pm,

ine her mother. ;Ind pivking up
her father. Both Kahn awl Miss
Kent’, tlrr eoinmenilable
Mingo is the 1.rovider, Ike
cannery winker’. Ile is the older
brother of Joaquin and Lupe.
He is the man of the family ias
he would like all to believer.
But alxwe all, Mingo is an American. He despises his father and
younger brother’, and desires only
symbols of American prestige
a new "Chivy" and a house in
Prune Blossom Acres. Dan Zanvettor brings to Mingo a strong
not always
characterization
but often one rn.
consistent
depth and povver.
At all times there is flu.
peace nt alter in the family.
Scurrying from one warring iii’-

Iii

.1

1.1,11,i

1%I1

1.1,11..

244-0880

,1.

PENDERGAST

,

GOLDEN STEER ROOM
OUR SPECIALTY IS STEAKS

Dinners

Lunch

Breakfast

Enjoy Your Favorite Cocktails am! Music
at Our Golden Steer Room

Open 24 hrs.
Phone 292.3848
for reservations
Banquet facilities
for 10.150

163 West
Santa Clara
San Jose,

.PausOn’s

Iii

u,

I

.1

the in, hlild. an original play by
Luis Miguel Valdez. It was an
explosion for it brought forth a’
great dramatic writing talent.
And though not literally quiet.
Valdez’s pltry was filled with
such tenderness and kindness
that it reminds one of a serene
afternoon.
Valdez has chosen what he
knows best the Mexican -American family -as his vehicle. The
entire play takes place within
the confines of two rooms of the
family’s house in a rundown section of a major city.
The father. Pedr o, played
sometimes with shining brilliance by Rill Pendergrast, is
and old Mexican drunk. He still
lives in the days when Rancho
Villa ran over his old country.
He is the world-weary father,
unable to comprehend his children and their desire to be
"gringos."
David Kahn and Sally Kemp
portray the two younger children, Joaquin and Lupe. Joaquin
is every inch Pedro’s son. He
hates the gringos, and wants,
with his father, to return to the
days when Mexicans were Mexicans. Joaquin is a troublemaker,
a punk, a thief. But above all,
he loves his father and he loves
Mesieo.
is ever-present, taking
!Alpe
family needs, help:

1884

CY 7.7417
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Tin. OUR PIZZA DELIGHT
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Chicken Delight
FREE DELIVERY
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practical csil
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GERMAN GUITAR

e,-

1.1

s4e cLissic
Highly Polished

Steel Reinforced Neck

Sp2cially Priced at $49.95

Campi Ititu,:sic Co.

60 So. lit St.

36 Valley Fair

DAVID KAHN, PENDERGAST
... son teaches father
Phut.,

by

ekawa

_ _

411.

..ks

ment in the family to another.
Cruz, the mother, tries to protect them from each tither’. She
caresses, she soothes. She scolds
anti she shouts. Carol Pendergrast fashions one of the most
sympathetic and warmest performances we have seen in a
long while.
The play casts these people
into the vast melting pot, anti as
police officer says in the final
act, "In this great melting pot,
some don’t melt so easy."

a

There is a gimmick in Valdez’s
play. It is the oldest child of
this family, 13 clarmin o,

Meridian Studio

kat410

* Wedding photography our specialty

A.

* A plan for every budget

KAHN, DAN ZAiVETTOR
... feuding brothers
lighting. 1’alik’i directed
the supervision of Dr. itarom
Crain, professor of
The play allt
night in the studio thcaliii .11
Nottli8:15 and Veit. I al
\ppm

* Monochrome or full color

1592 Meridian Avenue
269-9722
wow mw

41111k

WANTED

5.50

REWARD

Turn this book in before
January 29
get 10%

bonus!
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CLEARANCE
America’s Most Famous Brand
all-weather

and stadium

THE "AWFUL"
"BEroRE 1,1 1LS
FLING"
Elf. YEAR’S PARTY
TONIGHT
Frei.
iiiitivemakere
hioi oar ima raleatlar iirlelorair

JACKETS
coats

1/4 OFF
wide selection of styles

Pauson’s
Downtown I 27 So. First

SALOON
Valley Fair

AND PIZZA EMPORIUM
lam so. IT
Om
twy

on minimum/Ka

.1 I’ .14
61410.11101a1

251-2313

III

11011.1blakr
a
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1.39

1.39 Shrimp Delight
1614 E. Santa Clara

as

the drunken father

. .

RENT TO LEARN
FENNER MUS:C
W. San
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HARTEL MELLER, Manager
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SAN JOSE

MILLER’S STEAK HOUSE
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ACROSS FROM WINCHESTER MYSTERY HOUSE

PHONE

1.1i,,

’ II,"

WINTERLAND SKI CENTER
440 S. WINCHESTER AVE.

prow
vemes:Cezeogoor.or.,-worezedne

Pancho Villa’ Dramatic Triump

Winterland
Ski
Center
COMPLETELY REMODELED
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

I

,Original Play Opens

Ado.

for
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Boat Show Here

STATE MEAT MARKET

Corner 4th and Santa Clara
CY 2-7726
COMPLETE LINE OF FIRST QUALITY MEATS
Wholesale and Retail

Students Only

O NVN213.1 2S
NVS

THIS WEEK’S SPECIALS

79
75e
89c

ROUND STEAK
PORK CHOPS
GROUND BEEF
RATh

CANNED PICNIC

Steamship io
Lump.

lb.

$170.00
New York

lb.
2 lbs.

1.99
25c lb.

3 lb. can

PIG TAILS
Plenty of FREE PARKING

141
1{1411‘1111alll

June

kieticd
For rc-s rs aii tttt call :
29:t 1031
.1NI Trate! Ittenc%
tdI North Fir-I St,

Wholesale to Frets. Sororities and Boarding Houses

Faz,?, Cal at Bcrl:thy Today

navel Show is currently unties
ay at the Santa Clara Coutry
Fairgrounds. The Boat Show will
In through Sunday along with the
Autorama and Custom Car Show. -

Spartan Gymnasts Top Stanford

Rich Chew, %rho had the best all- three judges had given him a
around performance of his career, first place vote in this event.
The horizontal bar was Chew’s
winning six of eight events, led
closest victory as he won by only
the Spartan gymnasts to it 68-50
a point. He defeated Stanford’s
,
win over Stanford at the Indian I Al Miyamoto in the side horse for
Gym Wednesday.
the fourth time. Miyamoto was
The Spartans will face their best ninth in the NCAA side horse last
dual meet competition of the sea- year.
Despite Chew’s victories, Sparit
when they travel to the
rniversity of California- at Berke- tan coach Clair Jennett said Chew
ley where they face the perenially would have to score higher in most
of the events to place in the na.ilong Golden Bears.
Chew won every event against tionals. Jennett thought Chew’s
Stanford exvept the trampoline most impressive performance was
and the rings. it. did not partici- in the floor exercise, although his
pate In the trampoline which most decisive victory was in the
was won by teatimiale Jeff Mil- parallel bars.
The Spartans swept the tram, man, and was second In the rings
poline as Jeff Milman, Jim Cyr,
lull a split decision. One of the

and Ti.,. McCarthy finished first,
second, and third, respectively.
Kahl lllll Malls, Tisit ia’artity.
and Ed ruccineill were consistent scorers for the %Aliment.
"Chew is certainly not going to
win six events against the powerful Cal team," said Jennett, "but I
think he is capable of winning at
least two, the parallel bars and the

side horse. Even in these two
events, however, he must have a
superior performance because Cal’s
participants finished first and second in these events in the San Jose
Invitational."
The Cal team is noted primarily
for its strength in the rings event
where it is expected to sweep
every dual meet this year.

.56444,1’4
Sedeteoea
Chew Rates All-Around
In Gymnastic Competition

We were
wary
of

MAMMA STRUM!
The object of our concern was a
small, wedge-shaped mollusk found in
southern waters where we planned to
lay telephone cables.
Like others of its genus Martesia (of
the family Pholadidae), it is a borer.
Usually it bores into limestone or
some other substance to find a home.
Would itcould itbore into our
undersea cables?
At the time, we were testing the
performances of proposed dielectric

materials for undersea cables at various
simulated depths, temperatures and
ocean pressures. We also tested for
resistance to marine biological attack.
The testing showed that our cable
covering wouldn’t be attractive to
pholads, and in nearly fifteen years of
experience with undersea telephone
cables we have peacefully shared the
ocean bottom with them.
But we had to be sure we could. In
the telephone business, reliability is

everything. We must do all we can to
safeguard service from interruption. No
threat is too small to ignore, not even
that posed by a tiny mollusk.
Right now we’ve got other problems.
Out in the Dakotas, hungry squirrels
and field mice are nibbling on our wires.
We have to run.

BC!!

System

Telephone and Telegraph CO.
and Associated Companies
Sir

rarr

"If an individual wishes to derive the maximum benefit from
gymnastic competition, I think it is essential that he participates
in the all-around event."
This is the conviction of senior Rich Chew, the mainstay of the
Spartan gymnastic team the past three years.
The all-uround gymnastic competitors participate. In all the
events except the trampoline In a gymnamtle meet. The events
include the side horse, the long horse, parallel bars, horizontal bars,
still rings, and floor exercises.
The all-around, according to Chew, not only develops all parts
of the body, but more important, a competitor may derive satisfaction knowing he has fulfilled the original purpose of gymnastic
competition.
"The modern trend in any field or any sport," said Chew, "is
specialization. Specialization in gymnastics will still develop one’s
body, but I feel it is analagous to a person restricting his development to lifting weights when he could compliment this activity
by running also."
Chew has competed in the all-around throughout his three year
career at San Jose State. His high school career was shortened because his gymnastic coach left for Sacramento State College after
Chew’s freshman year, and was not replaced.
"Due to these three years of gymnastic inactivity," said
Chew, "I probably will not fulfill my potential for two to four
years. I have rarely met a competitor with as little high school
experience as I. I was forced to attempt the advanced techniques,
while qestioning my knowledge of the fundamentals.
"An all-around performer has to budget his time with utmost
care. My practices are so regimented that I concentrate on three
events three days a week, and the remaining three events two days
a week."
After a three hour practice, Chew does additional exercises for
endurance and strength purposes.
"There are numerous reasons which account for the specialization trend," said Chew. "Those who have had early success in an
exerrisc often begin to rely on this event when bolstering of their
confidence is necessary. One often wonders if a person might become bared eoncentrating on one event, but as long as new techniques are available, a specialist may maintain enthusiasm by ex’in an individual sport such as gymnastics, one knows his own
limitations and the limitations of an opponent. Even on a good
day the average gymnast cannot convince himself he is going to
defeat a superior opponent. Gymnastic competition is actually a
rank order. Pep talks and similar psychological devices are of little
value, although psychological preparation is essential for gymnastic
success.

TOP VALUES
LIBRARY ADDITION

SOUTH 4th STREET

CALIF.
BOOK
COMPANY

Top values will
be given on
USED BOOKS

You can get 50% of New Book Price
pew a

10% EXTRA ADDED BONUS
on textbooks used this Spring Semester
Also . . . we have a ten store Inn ing power located in three western states
which allows its to buy disconi limed texts at top prices.

california book co., ltd
134 e san fernando 1 block off campus

tt-

Will121111501116111111 WCAC ’Crucial’
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Spartans Face Gauchos
Needing a win in sta in title
contention, Stu Inman’s Spartan
basketball team faces Santa Barbara’s Gauchos tomorrow night in
a West Coast Athletic Conference
road game.
No radio broadcast of the game
is scheduled. Tipof f time is 8
o’clock at UCSB’s Robertson Gymnasium.
Both teams are anxious to get
back on the winning track after
each dropped WCAC opening
games last weekend to leagueleaders USF and Santa Clara University. Tomorrow night’s loser

will be sirtually eliminated Ii
the championship race.
In an effort to regroup
forces. Inman has made a lineup
change. Frank Tarrantts will replace John Carmichael at center.
A regular last year at forward.
Tarrantts made a sensational debut at the pivot position during
the WCAC tourney.
Inman also says sophomore
guard John Keating will see more
action than he has previously.
Keating, 5-11 hustler, dumped in
10 points against USF last Friday
before leaving the court with a leg
injury.
Other SJS starters are Pete
Newell and S. T. Saffold at forwards and Ron Labetich and Jack
Gleason at guards.

RENT A

Spartan Grapplers
Face Indians, OCE
In Triangular Meet

Payne
Daily Sports Editor

Wilt Leaves San Francisco
Warriors Get Face-Lifting

The Wilt will don a San Francisco Warrior uniform’: no more.
And It’s just as well.
The Warriors have been as exciting as watching rerun movies
with Chamberlain playing the lead role in every scene.
Since the Warriors mover, to the "City" from Philadelphia in
1959. San Francisco pro basketball enthusiasts have been watching the same basketball night after nightWilt Scores 50, Warotermaraexi
riors Lone, Wilt Hits 63, Warriors Drop Another Game.
San Francisco won a few games, too. Like last year, they won
the Western Division of the National Basketball Association only
because the Los Angeles Lakers were faced with injuries all year.
Maybe now that Wilt is gone there will be a chuage in proand at the same time help
fessional basketball interest in the Bay Area.
YOUR STUDENT FUNDS
The Warriors haven’t been drawing good crowds since coming
to California. When they played the Boston Celtics In the NBA
located
Typewriters are
playoff finals last year, the home Cow Palace wasn’t filled once
Coach Tom O’Neill’s swimming in four games.
on the 2nd, 3rd, 4th and
team opens its season Saturday
5th floors of the library.
It’s more fun to watch a game where five guys play instead of
afternoon when the Spartans take one star and four guys named "Joe."
part in the Stanford Relays at
You Pay Only 25c for 40
Encina Pool.
Sunday afternoon and Tuesday evening, basketball at its funminutes!
University of California, Univerniest will come to ChIP Auditoritun when the Harlem Globetrotters
sity of Pacific, Foothill College and
appear. The Washington Generals will provide the opposition.
20i) of gross receipts
Stanford are other participants.
Baseball’s oldest known pitcher, Leroy "Satchel" Paige, will
goes to your Student Body
San Jose begins its dual meet
season Feb. 13, when the Spartans play a couple of minutes with the Trotters.
Funds!
This is the 39th year for Abe Saperstein’s cage clowns. They’ve
face San Francisco State and
appeared in 87 countries on six continents.
Chico State in San Francisco.
pmfixtMrt
A special show will present a cast of 40 Czechoslovakian dancers
and singers who will perform a split one-hour show before the game
and at halftime.
Eva Bosakova, Olympic gymnasistic champion in the 1960 Games
at Rome, also will perform.
Seats will be $3.50 for the 2 p.m. Sunday and 8 p.m. Tuesday
contests.
The San Francisco 49ers recently ran into a recruiting situation
with the high paying AFL.
The 49ers have a new public relations gimmick for all of its
draft choicesa record entitled "Lite with the 49ersthe sounds
TWO NEW BEACON
of Your Future." Tony Bennett adds to the recording with hi*
STATIONS
leaving his heart in San Francisco.
Lou Spadia, 99er general manager, recently called one of
his high draft choices and asked if he had listened to the recording
1FREE GALLON GAS-1
and was ready to sign.
"You do have our record, don’t you?" inquired Spathe.
with Purchase of 5 Gallons of Gas
"Right," answered the draftee. "In fact, I’m listening to it right
now on an expensive stereo that Lamar Hunt (owner of the AFL
2nd & East William
Kansas City (’hiefs) sent to me."
in San Jose &

TYPE IT

Swim Team Opens
Season Tomorrow

TYPEWRITER
speebil Ntutlettt Rules

L. our. /,/ I\

Eno:4mi; in I h 0 II i:e,t dual
meet of the semester, the Spartan
wrestlers travel to Stanford tomorrow where they meet the Indians and the Oregon College of
Education in a triangular match.
The match is the first of two
triangulars the Spartans will enter
this season. They will play host to
the second one on February 16.
Although this is the last match
of the semester for the Spartans
coach Hugh Mumby has planned a
busy semester break schedule. The
grapplers will travel to Southern
California for meets with San
Diego State, UCLA, and the University of California at Santa
Barbara.
"Saturday’s match is our first
with the Oregon school," said
Mumby. "Wrestling is one of its
stronger sports, and we hope to
have a return match in Oregon
next semester."
The Spartan lineup is Roy Kusumoto, 123; Ted Kaphengst, 130;
Art Beatty, 137; Loren Miller, 147;
Carl Dommeyer, 157; Rich Palm
or Mike HerschIelt, 167; Gary Barnett, 177; and Dan Barclay, heavyweight.

I CLIP ’N’ SAVE I

1170 N. 4th Street
Also in San Jose

If you happen to be a fan of the NFL Los Angeles Rams, then
watch ABC’s "Shindig" next Wednesday night at 8:30.
Featured on the half-hour show will be four Rams making
their singing debutRosey Grier, Deacon Jones, Lamar Lundy and
Merlin Olsen.

I

OUR

TO

soar
4011MOtAree0PACIP
uuSoNeSS ImCuiNE.A
AND OFFICE. EQUIPMENT

170 South Second

****************

LIVE TOGETHER IN HARMONY

WANTED

Now at Si 5
a new dimension
in unapproved coed living. Developed from success in Southern Calif.
colleges . . . a coed dorm is now
open for Spring Session.

**********************

FREE GAS!

FREE GAS!

18

3 mos.

Men and women share eating facilities and reside on different floor
levels of the 3 story structure.

for
rMPlants
Mon

$375. a semester includes
these features

SCHERY

Room and Board
Use of swimming pool
2 blocks from college
Private phones available
Modern, clean, comfortable rooms

4.90

Harmony Heights
345 E. William

REWARD
Turn this book in before
January 29 and receive
10% bonus!

For information contact:
Mrs. Barnes, 2864220
Mr. Price. 297-21131

Spartan god:slope

(Advance reservations a must)

campui
WORSHIP WITH

Roger Williams Fellowship

UNITED CAMPUS CHRISTIAN MINISTRY
PresbyterianCongregationalDisciples
Sunday 11:00 a.m.
SWO011.

Attend
the
Church
of your
choice
this
week

The 1.11ristian and the College
Mark Rutledge

The

Chapel of Reconcilation
300 So. 10th (across from men’s dorms)
Students of all races are welcomed
9:30 a.m. Coffee Discussion at Christian Center
Pastors: Don Ernmel, Mark Rutledge

for the complete collegiate experience
worship this Sunday at

topic: No. to Prepare to Lite
in a Revolution
Speaker: Rev. Richard Tappan
American Baptist Board
of Mutation
it The University of Santa Clara
6 p.m. Supper SOc
4:30 p.m. Meeting
at
Grace Baptist Church
Aer can Baptist Convention
484 East San Fernando
11:45, 11:00 and 7:45 p.m.
Church Service
9:50 a.m. College Bible Class
Topic: The Idea of God and
the Bible
Res. George I..Collins
George "Shorty" Collins John IA. Alters
Baptist College Chaplain
Paster

First Baptist Church
the downtown church
catering to the college community
Morning Worship
8:30 & 11.00 ann.
College "Seminar’.
9:45 a.m.
Tri-C Club
5.45 p.m.
198 So. Second St., San Jos.
Dr. Clarence R. Sands, Pastor

Study with
educational
testing aids.
college outlines
Vis-Ed flash
cards
Data Guides
Schaum’s
Outlines
You’ll find them all
at the

Siva4tam,
Vovizatme.
"Right on Campus"

ALC

Lutheran Worship

(Methodist Student
Cnter )

Sunday 9:30 A.M.

441 South 10th
Street
6:00 p.m..... Supper
40c
7:00 p.m
Program
8:00 p.m
Worship

The
Chapel of Reconciliation

3rd &San Antonio

300 So. I 0th

9:45 a.m. SeminarBarry Keiser
"The Age of Tomorrow"
5.45 p.m. College Hour

Program
"A Report On Revolutioo"

Program Meeting
7:00 P.M. Tuesday

First
Rot C. Hoch, Campus Pastor

FRIDAY LECTURE SERIES
Today - 12:30
Speaker: Floyd \\
President of Canoga Park slake
Topic: Life’s Greatest Experience !troth
EVERYONE INVITED

INSTITUTE OF RELIGION
Paul R. Searle, Director

10th at San Fernando

297-2600

NEWMAN CENTER
Catholic Student Center
79

SO.

5th St.

295.1771

Daily Mass ... 11:45 A.M.
Catholic Women’s Center
Meetings ... Wednesday Evenings ... 8

P.M.

Chaplain: Father I.argente
Newman Club President: Don Berti

Worship Sunday

loyal Peck
Missionary to Italy
College Dept.. First Baptist Church

obLiter-21ay Saints

Wesley
Foundation

LCA

SPARTAN TRI-C

5A, Church ./
otiu3 Cl nil

St. Paul’s

Clam 5 5111
9 30 &

.m.

10th at San Salved,

1:30 &

II:00 a m

WESTMINSTER
PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH
THE ALAMEDA AT SHASTA

First Immanuel Lutheran Church
and
Student Center
Lutheran Church Missouri Synod
374 So. 3rd Street
Sunday Morning Services:
8:15. 9:30 and 11:00
College discussion group: 9 45

2 blocks from school
A. J. BROMMER, Pastor - 292-5404

R. Fiedler, Director of Music: B. Dahrns, Vicar . 294.1033

girst Covenant Church
co. & Riverside

Worship 830, 11:00 & 700 p.m

Services

COLLEGE LIFE SERIES: 6:00 p.m. -125 DANA

C
f Collegians meet it 9:41 GAL
Teacher: Jim May, Campus Crusade Director

/ iglinuship awl :Sm.,

Citileto, Youth Fellowship R:CJ p.m.
11:00 a.m.; 7:00 p.m.
Services:
Dr. Arviv Carlson, Pastor

BUFFETT 500 P.M.
Transportation 7th 1 San Carlos 9:20 a m. & 4.40 p.m.

Friday, San 15 19r,

R-SPARTAN DAILY

Spartan Daily Classifieds
BUY ’EM!
ANNOUNCEMENTS Ill
SUMMER SESSION ABROAD 1966
University of San Francisco- Guadalajara. Moe. July 4.Aug. 7. $225 includes
tuition, board and room, and activities.
Valencia, Spain, June 25:Aug. 18. Several
plans to fit individual requirements from
$630 including tuition. board & room.
and activities. Round trip by jet, New
York.Madrid.Valencia, Palma els Mallorca
Spain, June 26 Aug. 20. Several plans
from $695 inclading tuition, board &
room, activities and round trip by jet.
New York-Madrid -Palma. Information: Dr.
G. Maiques, San Jose State College
Bldg N. Rm 6C.
AUTOMOTIVE 121
’56 FORD $250. Reuabie. 293-9320 J.
42 HARLEY. An the cc’s in the wcrld.
52C1.,649 eves.
PARTS
- or Renault rebuilt .
N.,
-s 395 S. 1216. Tire.
CHEV. ’55
Bel Air 6. A
741-9071
522
’56 OLDS CONVERT. - Fur. sto-er
56 PLYMOUTH

6 cyl., stk. C,
new butt.. he.,

59 BSA SPITFIRE

Setup for di,’
343 S. 1,
52 HILLMAN L.. on
uded. Hr

MGA

60 Rotcdter. Excellent r-nd
1893 or 243-7916
64 PEUGEOT
10 speed. B
-2; Hoolz
HONDA

s

11111111=1=11
WEDDING INVITATIONS. 300 for $29
2-.3S
HEALY

Se 0.,

manager over 22 years
appr. board n -f house
292.7278.
WANTED:

r

c,ardlno
_

SUCCESS & MONEY
colleae

The "MECCA" Men’s approved hoosIrg
C v.tn xr..te rooms, Excellent food. Close
to SJS 292.2635.
n.

NEED

4,

APARTMENTS for rent
523 East Reed St
to replace I
--nate
+11. 0.. or dupex near
h5.

ntract. Spring sow. DisLYNN HALL
- < .
297-7604.
GIRL TO SHARE I bdrrn. Willow Glen
,.7.0 2309 oyes.
JULIAN GLEN APARTMENTS
& 2 bd. rrn:. turn & unfurn. $100 up. 7
cpts. & drapes. Prin.

ANN DARLING APARTMENTS
;urn 8 unfurn.
$55 & up I 8 2 bd
W -s -. Lic, 6 heated
Drps & Cr.
"or. Wtr. gbg.
1 "-Si 298.0654.
Pd. 33rd 6 ’.* t
MOTHER OLSEN’S-Best food in town.
New Apt. Units. Linen & maid serv. Ktch.
& Laund. Facil. Carports. 3 ’TV’s. 122 N.
8th. CV 5-9504. $20 wk.

To buy, sell, rent, or
anything.
announce
just fill out and clip
this handy Order
blank.

Send to: Spartan
Daily CLASSIFIEDS,
1206, San lose State
College, San lose 14,

CHECK A
CLASSIFICATION:

oils

FCTRON I( PARTS

STUDENT DISCOUNTS

’Touristic Jordan
Scheduled Tonight

America’s Most Beautiful Hofbrau

Discover the dill
C. et’ Pence in the

(. (4/km1i/from oil/cream: m(/i
as they areirom other)

keev

CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimum
Two lines One time three times Five times
One time 50c e line 25c line 20c a line
$2.00
2 lines $1.00
$1.50
3.00
3 lines
1.50
2.25
4 lines

2.00

3.00

4.00

5 lines
Add this
amount ter
each additional line

2.50

3.75

6.00

.60

.75

1.00

Print your ad Mere:
(Count 33 Letters and Sums for

Each

Line)

and found (6)

Personals (7)
C Services (8)
Transportation (9)

PI

TEACHER - Student European Tour
Greece, Grenk Isles. Inclusive
$1295. 60 days tchal. Local studenr
SHARE APT

294

SERVICES
AUTO INSURANCE hr students. Chef
8,
216 5386, 449 W. San Carlos.
TYPING - Term paper, thesis, etc. Pica
243.6313.
TYPING - .111 kinds. IBM Electric, Work

P

Mons--

(I0. of days) Enclose

RIM’ Date
40,m4441M.,MI4

When you take in everything, I here’s more room inside
this car than in any Chevrolet as far bark as they go. It’s
wider this year and the attractively curved windows help
to give you more shoulder room. The engine’s been
!,
’44

1

Chevrolet’s ever

built:Vrrolet Impala Sport Coupe

moved forward to give you more foot room. So, besides
the way a ’65 Chevrolet looks and rides, we now have
one more reason to ask you: What do you get by paying
more for a car -except bigger monthly payments?

...thonsi,

ri;

*.;.$5’.r1(,74,

TRANSPORTATION 111

NEW YORK CITY

Address

1111R01,13’ -As roomy a car as

6th.

MINNEAPOLIS. P, d Erd, or one way.
- break. Carl 297-4382 _eves.
..1..
2 GIRLS
Col.srado aft. Jan
- -496 aft. 5._
RIDER WANTED.
for Seattle
.4712i.682286 2174.
RIDER WANTED:
L A. -Jan.-28-29.

Help Wanted (4)

Run

e.semoi

HANDMADE SANDALS: 465 So
.41

0 Housing (5)

Rams

livautiful
,,,-hoes for
alh"
IIIS

0 For Sale (3)

Lost

63 DAYS
TOURING
EUROPE

u’ould like
to spend

339 S. 1st St.

0 Announcements (1)

0

CI 7-2002

18 lo 30 anti

HUMIDOR
SMOKE SHOP

C Automotive (2)

E

Gard. City _AA..

51 So. Market

SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS

HOUSING (51

FURNISHED

United Radio & T.V. Supply Co.

.Ar just $393:00

.NELP WANTED 141
EE MAJOR, .pper division. Part time
employment. Schedule flexible. but 20
hours minimum week desired between 8
& 4:30. Mon.-Fri. Includes full time on
all school vacations. Phone 243.3600
II
-- Laboratories. Inc.

HASHER

t.itik, 1954 S.1:4 join or I.
it. 1
ii.1 .J1 1111’ :En
I
.rarlirrile, 1141K been appointed I..
,veral changes to
;he newly created post of public moster briri
relations manager of Volvo, Inc.. the library titedule. The library,
including LN629. will be open
2 GIRLS sciOn 1 n Urat.ur. Air., 1/;
NEED ONE OR TWO MEN
through Jan. 27. Monday through
from 5.15. $35 mo. 29/-7068. Utils.
feuse with two upper classmen. Nes
Thursday the library will be open amput. Above 2.5 gpa. 382 So. IC"
additional hours. Irons 5-11 pm.
St. 292.0072.
ROOMS w/kitch. prin. Individual. ReThe hours on Sundays are 1-1n p.m
.
. a ed. PI -one 292:0905.
MEN STUDENTS - single rocams--kitcn
en privileges. Warm & clean. 617 5, 4 CONTRACTS
.replete apartment)
All books are due Jan. :21’
6th. Inquire after 6:00.
ited pool - Inter.
;
the student obtains
WHOLESALE
,
I Met I
00 MO. Rms., heat. Nr. SJS. Kitchen
mission from the library. All I:.
parlor, shower. 292.1327.
NO CONTRACT
lost
paid
and
all
be
Must
FURN. APT. nr. SJS. 99 S. 12th. 3 or 4 8
paid for by that slate. Fano], ;
adults, Attractive. reasonable. Utils. pd. $s
clear one’s record will result is:
’
MEN’S CO-OP Room & board. $27C
to
campus. Call 286
""e-’05
withholding oil grades alai regisO semester. Vacancies for spring same:
ter. 146 S. 10th. 295-9412.
tration packets and a $2 collecNEED
1.ma’e
:orrnmate.
Sty’s
Noise
DISCOUNT. Contract, Catholle Women
Monday-Thursday-Friday
1425 W. San Carlos Street
tion fee.
:Is. 295-3/64.
en s Center. Kathy Wist. 294-4622.
Ti( 9 P.M.
CYpress 8-1212
STUDIO
APT.
1
or
2
bdret.
Furn.
Or
prin.
men
$35.
Kitchen
295
ROOM T,55m $85. 1744 Senter Rd. 295
9927. 115 So. 14th, 5 p.m. or weekend.
2T’ .f4",
IVY HALL CONTRACT, for sale. 279 E
GORDON HALL -- 2 contracts for
San Fernando. Adjacent to school. Large
rv
’L.. 294-9122 after 5.
# ..
room. excel. meals. Wendy or Mrs. "C
KILLION HALL - 2 contracts for sale
293-9814.
795-6459.
NEIL
FRANK
-TE/111144411c J141E1;111 shill 110 ’II., I,
A STEAL!! Juniper Hall contract. $25
... newly appointed at the International Stielent
month. Call 297-9976, after 6 p.m. Ca, 3 RU. FURN APT. Suitable for 4 stu
. ....rondo. 2932675.
Ect,
U.S. importer of the Swedish ter, 285 S. Market Si., tonighi .;
ROOMMATE
snted to share 3 -bed NEED ? !Ili r. Gmmetes to share ne...
.ot. on I lrh Si. 286.1148.
automobile.
v
men. Call 264.7161.
SPECIAL
GREEN TREE GARDEN APTS. 2 bdon
The technicolor film, preseni;
Before joining Volvo. Frank
.r.:: pool had been press officer of the Ra- by the Arab-American Club. ;.t.
NEED ROOMMATE(S) to shore I bdrn.
STUDENTS’ DINNER
295-6351. Reed Apr
dio Free Europe
Fund since plains historic and holy
rr, 294,7398.
Mon. & Thur. Nights
in Jordan and its peorit.o.
...r.te on S. 11th March, 1963.
MARIAN HALL contract. Rm/bd. Spring I OR 2 BDRM.
Deacon Sidman
A discussion and -,
Served Deily:
$115 a
From 1959 to 1962, Frank
r 269.9149.
ft...712,1
’i.e. Bringle. 293-9892.
& His
11.00
STORE SPACE
worked in Australia as it reporter swot. sossitm Will full
- 11:00 p.m.
Dixieland Piano
ROOM
BOARD. Women’s appr. $75. Available
s’ nod on corner for Australian newspapers, one of
I 1,1 Dorsey. 293.9908.
Sunday:
-f S I 5th & S., Carlos. From 500 to
Fri. & Sat.
which was the Sydney Morning
4:30-8.00 p.m.
7 ’.
..t
297 9344.
FURNISHED APT. Appr,
64,
Don Marley and
Herald. Sydney, Aiistralia.
‘/’‘,./. Bob or Rich al,.
His Hofbrau land
YOUR OWN TERMS,
worked
Frank
in Southeast
ONE GIRL NEEDED -1,
I month. 286 t.
Asia, the Middle East and Europe
MAR1MUR HAIL
CATHOLIC WOMEN’S CENTER
.
1962 in both freelance 4111E1 :1’1/1)1V:
’
-sus place-Marcd. 294 4o21 .
I’l
I:t.!
SatIglia I loll., I
rd(1111 journalism.
CONTRACT FOR SALE. Prin. rm. $211. UNAPPROVED BOARD & ROOM.
Frank, 31. of New York City,
I i th St. 297.1758.
(Co OVA\
.11./9/ Wit
’Et/ 3101:IZIPIV:
k
03111/
will operate out of Volo
nailSPRING, APPR. women’s contract. K. P
3514.1.(11(1 t (1-11(, 12 ’71
15/..1:1..iell,
il
?0
8870 after six.
COED MANOR
I .1,
.
Itto
:ttlenitssittli
$150 DISCOUNT. Two approved apt
9111110191941111111111191
ru for sale. 11th St. Must
, NEED GIRL ROOMMATE
r Pam at 295.7946.
I BD. FURN. unapproved apt. for on......
Fri
9:15 .1.111., :W111111411’,
,
7th St. 294-9686.
ROOMMATE
,
:111
1,111.. 1.1114
CONTRACT FOR SALE. Disuount. Lynr
,t
T1
11,111.111w, T1111,1 d11.1
’,42 So. 7th. 292.7961.
ROOMS FOR MEN -- $30 UP
Alil..r11.. 4.111, ..1GIRL’S APPR. CONTRACT for sale
115C. Pool. Cell 295-7724.
1 .
NEED FEMALE to room with two others
u
Call 298.2856.
NEED MALE ROOMMATE
NEED GIRL to share unappr. apt.
(across from Hale’s)
others. $40/mo. 351 So. 11th Si,, N.,
14. 295-0258.
NLW SPACIOUS APARTMENT
WIFE WANTS 70 LIVE wills husband
CY 7-4653
must sell Grant Hall contract. $180. 286
8478.
NEED ROOMMATE. Huge apt. 8th &
then join this exciting summer tour of Europe designed for young
William Sts. 480 So. 8th. apt. B. 29: CONTRACT.
6387.
adults. You’ll cover the Iberian Peninsula, the Benelux countries, the
2 GIRLS needed to share unappr. eo
British Isles, Yugoslavia. Trieste. Italy and France, of course. All by
GRACE HALL CONTRACT
w 2 others. Call 297-6581.
Pullman motorcoach. Hotels and breakfasts prepaid and confirmed.
Hi-hc9ls - Mid -heels\
NEED 2 FEMALE roommates for unapp
All this for $393.00 (plus jet fare). And you aren’t pinned down to
WANTED
Flats - Wedgies
apt. 294-6991 after 5:30.
sightseeing schedules. You’re free to explore on your own.
We Iiite your size
2 LYNN HALL contracts. Must sell. 9 FEMALE
Croup departs Montreal June 18. Reservations being accepted now.
discount. Luwana. Pat. 297.3856.
AAAAA to 8
Don’t %%:iit too long! Write for details today -to your Travel Agent
MUST SELL! Grant Hall contract. $200
NANTED
81/7 to 12
* Imported Pipes
Elf
offer. Call Michele at 297-8563.
and Tobaccos
55 Grant Ave., San Francisco.
$9.95 to
MUST SELL CONTRACT-Halls of In NEED
024.95
* Afeerschanm and
Ar.c.-. apt. Big discount. 297 7288
Calabash Pipes
M.cBalgeot liziPbaLeos tcnonrpnrz,,Fle,rd$T8r(2)0Zonne !Int 8508,30; Vancouver ifilta
2 GIRLS
GRANT HALL contract for us
286-5801.
* Smokers Accessories
charge
occounts
2 BEDROOM apts for rant. One ivies NEED FEMALE P.O.DMIE
open thorn. 10 9
* Complete Sfoca
r
wall nicely paneled. Reasonable ’
of Mvgazines
Sue mgr. 547 S. 11th. Apt, 4. 295-8101 NEED 2 GIRLS
and Paperbacks
HELP! Gordon Hall contract for sale a,
* Barnes to Noble
2 CONTRACTS
nt Call Diana a+ 292-2089.
"Your Campus Bulletin Board"
College Outline Series
UNAPPROVED APT. for rent. 2 bdrrns
SO IL SAN ANTONIO CY2-5091
Classified Section of Paper - Ext. 2465
See
FLA, sned.
Half months rent free. 752
J
206
4414nrehnr. San hs.
KILLION HALL
Sc. 9th. Apt, 4.
"
Ell.
2 GIRLS NEEDED in unappr. apt. 1
MEN
from 5.15. $43 mo. 292.9345.
MEN’S APPR. & UNAPPR. rooms w, ,h
vs’
BE.
& T.V. 021
kitch. prin. 650 So. 5th St.. 297-3155.
2,5 5666.
UNAPPR. APT. - 3 ’co. rooms, cow
lf
VE DOLpletelj furn. $125 /rno. Incl s PG&E, & LOST
wtr. 595 So, 9th. Call 259-1557.
UNAPPROVED APT
5130 Pe,
HOME FOR RENT: So. 12th off San
Carlos. 4 bdrms., 2 baths. Furn. separa..4Etv1AIE
NEED
2
dining room, fireplace, built in kitri,
Single car garage. patio, lqe. storage
area. Boys preferred. 8200. 377.9577 all
LOST AND FOUND I’kj)
5 p.m.
MALE STUDENTS - Large warm tom
LOSTwallet. Contains items valu
fortable rooms. Singles or doubles. Krtcl
to owner. If found call CV
en privileges. 726 So. 5th.
or
return
to 36 So. 10th St. No
NEED 3 girl roornies by SAT. For nei
..strons asked. REWARD.
sent. Lqe. apt. $45/m. Well fury., w ,
r,ired
:.:
binder.notebook
LOST:
Brown
opts., pool. New Mqmi. 286-1233.
w. imp. notes. t’
have. REWARD. 253WOMAN’S APPR. CONTRACT. Crest 9732
wood Manor. You name price Jeanne
919V
294-4427.
tCrf B NICK 19,SOV.749
APT. WITH POOL
Furnished 1 & 2 bcirm. $110 to $13.
PERSONALS IT)
121 N. 8th St.. Apt. I. Call 297-5203

.)oil ’re

’Si FORD WOODIE

WANTED

and Frank dance-hall owner of the 1890s who
t-thirley MaeLimo
ii.atra star in ’1 :itr-Cao." feu- is KlIbjetlitrl to polies+ raids for her
Hired at the
trim:flit, 7 :roll 1 iltr1101111111141, of the
van.111 111 T11.15.
lean,
.51,0 starring Maurice Cheva-; A color cartoon and Chapter 11
list’ and Louis Jourdan, -Con of "Zorro" will also be presenteti.
’Can" is the story of a 111ontrnarti,
Admission is 35 cents.

-

VW 64

A

library Schedule Maclaine Stars In Flicks Tonight
Changed for Final

Spartaguide

’62 AUSTIN HEALEY 3000. 4
.
1d0. Sale I.,

63

Journalism Grad
Joins Auto Firm

On. way. Share
:66 8171.

To place an ad:
Call at Classified Adv.
J206, M.W F 9:30-11:30 A 12:304:30
T.Th 11:00-3:30
Send in handy order blame
- Enclosed cash or cheat
Phone 294-6414, Elf. 2461

174.‘1..

_jt
CORVIM -The

"
corvair torso Sport Coupe

only rear engine American car made.

You should read what the automotive magazines say can touch its styling. They say if you haven’t driven a
about the ’65 Corvair. They’re wild about its ride. They new Corvair Corsa with a 180-hp Six Torbo-Chaaaarged1
think there’s nothing else this side of the Atlantic that you just don’t know what you’re missing.

Drive something really new

the difference at your Chevrolet dealer’s

Chetmlet Cherelle Chery II Comb.. Corvette

